
WILTON - SHFTESBURY DROVE - HARE WARREN - BISHOPSTONE DOWN

6.2m. Park at South Street CP Wilton SU 095310.

Turn right from the car park and walk south with the estate wall on your left. . When the wall turns at 
right angles to the road, at SU 0913 3020 turn left and then immediately right onto a field path at SU 0916 
3020. Continue to walk more or less due south, enter a wood at SU 0913 2985 and leave it at SU 0918 
2962. Continue S and enter a copse at SU 0920 2953; exit again at SU 0924 2944. The right of way now 
continues parallel to and some 50m from the field boundary to your right (W), but it is convenient to keep 
to the track at the field edge. At the top curve left to reach a gate at SU 0933 2882. Continue S until at SU 
092 295 you reach the Shaftesbury Drove on the south side of Hare Warren. Turn right and walk WNW 
for ¾ mile to reach the Portfield road at SU 081 287. Cross and continue along the Drove just north of 
west. Pass one cross track after ½ m at SU 073 288 (Y) and continue for a further 2/3 mile to a cross track 
at SU 0625 2885. Turn right and walk NNE for ½ mile to SU 0646 2944 where take coffee with good 
views across Barford St Martin to the SW.

After coffee, continue NNE with Cross Dykes on your right and then, at SU 066 298 turn right sharply 
back on yourself to walk SSE at first climbing. The path turns east then SE to a cross path at SU 0703 
2940. Continue ahead SE then at SU 0730 2926 (Netton Clump) take the LH path to walk ENE through 
New Covert. At SU 080294 (Z) a path comes in from the right. Continue forward NE and at SU  0813 
2950 the path turns N at first in an enclosed way, then generally NE to reach the Burcombe road at 
Bulbridge Farm at SU 086 307. Turn right for ½ mile on the road to reach the junction with the Wilton - 
Bishopstone  road at SU 0935 3070. Turn left and reach the CP after about ¼ mile.
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Note. Turn right at Y and proceed directly to Z to reduce distance to 4.6 miles.


